
YouTube Shorts, Facebook Reels, and 
Instagram Reels. The better 
Social Media Platform? 
 
Are you someone who loves creating short videos for social media? If yes, you 

must have heard about the latest short-form video trend that is taking over 

the world of social media by storm. YouTube Shorts, Facebook Reels, and 

Instagram Reels are three popular platforms for creating short videos. But 

which one is better? Let’s find out! 

Short Form Video Takes over Social Media: The Explosive Growth of 

YouTube Shorts, Facebook Reels, and Instagram Reels. 

Short-form video content, including YouTube Shorts, Instagram Reels, and 

Facebook Reels, has transformed social media platforms. In fact, according to 

recent statistics, YouTube Shorts alone now receives over 6.5 billion daily views 

worldwide! Meanwhile, Instagram Reels and Facebook Reels are also seeing 

tremendous growth, with Instagram Reels receiving over 1 billion monthly 

active users and Facebook Reels being launched in over 50 countries since its 

introduction in 2020. Short-form video content is on the rise due to the 

popularity of mobile devices and social media platforms, as users increasingly 

seek bite-sized, easily digestible content they can consume on the go. With 

these platforms evolving and expanding their short-form video offerings, it’s 

clear that this trend is here to stay. Through this technology, businesses and 

creators will have access to new and exciting ways of connecting with their 

audiences. 

YouTube Shorts 

YouTube Shorts is the latest addition to the family of short-form video 

platforms. Users can create videos less than 60 seconds long using this vertical 

video format. YouTube Shorts comes with various features, including music, 

filters, and text. The platform has gained popularity quickly and is being used 

by creators worldwide. 

Facebook Reels 



Facebook Reels is a direct competitor to Instagram Reels. It is similar to 

Instagram Reels, with a maximum video length of 60 seconds. Facebook Reels 

also comes with a range of filters, music, and text features that help creators to 

make engaging videos for their audience. 

Instagram Reels 

Instagram Reels is a short-form video feature of the popular photo-sharing 

app Instagram. A user can create videos ranging from 15 to 60 seconds and 

share them on a platform’s explore page. Instagram Reels comes with a range 

of filters, music, and text features, making it easy for creators to make 

engaging videos for their audience. 

Here is a short glimpse of the Social media giants: 

 

Feature Youtube Shorts Facebook Reels Instagram Reels  

Maximum Video 
Length 

60 seconds 60 Seconds 60 Seconds 

Availability  worldwide worldwide worldwide 

Platform Focus Video-first platform Social Networking 
Platform 

Photo and video-
sharing platform 

Discoverability Shorts tab in the 
YouTube app 

Reels Tab in 
the Facebook 

Explore page on the 
Instagram app 

Editing Features Music, captions, text 
overlays, timer. 

Music filters, text, 
speed adjustments 

Music filters, text, 
speed adjustments 

 

Which One is Better? 

Now comes the big question, which one is better? The three platforms all offer 

unique benefits and features. YouTube Shorts is great for creators who want to 

target a global audience and gain a following on a new platform. Facebook 

Reels is an excellent platform for businesses with a Facebook page, allowing 

creators to share their Reels with their existing followers. However, those who 

already own following on Instagram and want to make engaging videos for 

them will love Instagram Reels. 

Conclusion: 



Creating short videos can be done using YouTube Shorts, Instagram Reels, or 

Facebook Reels. Features and benefits differences exist between each 

platform. As a creator, experimenting with all three platforms is worthwhile to 

see which resonates with your audience the most. So, get creative, start 

creating, and see which platform best fits you! 


